Introduction {#section1-2055102918782172}
============

This article explores the relationship between transplant recipients and families of post-mortem organ donors. While organ transplantation is often described as a *medical* breakthrough, its ultimate success depends on the recipient's psychological coping and ability to comply with their treatment regimen ([@bibr89-2055102918782172]). This is in turn influenced by the extent to which a positive self-image can be maintained while resolving the personal and emotional dilemma of living because of someone's death ([@bibr89-2055102918782172]).

This observation is supported by [@bibr49-2055102918782172] who found that most recipients experienced gratitude and appreciation to the donor and their family and regret that someone had to die to enable their transplant to take place. Some recipients report having concerns about their self-concept after receiving an organ from someone else ([@bibr15-2055102918782172]; [@bibr49-2055102918782172]) and may feel guilty or unworthy ([@bibr89-2055102918782172]).

Bereavement experiences of families of deceased organ donors include awareness that parts of their relative's body sustain life for transplant recipients ([@bibr42-2055102918782172]), pain following sudden death, hope of continued life and feelings of *connection* with organ recipients ([@bibr59-2055102918782172]; [@bibr110-2055102918782172], [@bibr109-2055102918782172])

It is unclear how families should respond to this sense of connection ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]). For example, the World Health Organization ([@bibr123-2055102918782172]) declares that organisations must ensure '... that the personal anonymity and privacy of donors and recipients are always protected' (p. 9). Strict adherence to such guidelines would protect confidentiality but diminish the autonomy of those involved ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr3-2055102918782172] report that in the Netherlands, anonymity enables parties to avoid adverse consequences such as feelings of obligation, emotional issues, or disappointment when expectations are not met.

Congruent with [@bibr123-2055102918782172], studies have found that physicians ([@bibr76-2055102918782172]), and donation/transplantation professionals ([@bibr83-2055102918782172]) prefer anonymity in the relationship between donor families and recipients. However, conveying their gratitude while writing a letter wherein they cannot refer to themselves, their family or their work in an identifiable way ([@bibr85-2055102918782172]; [@bibr100-2055102918782172]) can be stressful for recipients.

Studies have found that up to 91 per cent of donor families desire some information about recipients ([@bibr10-2055102918782172], [@bibr11-2055102918782172]; [@bibr68-2055102918782172]; [@bibr73-2055102918782172]), with up to 60 per cent expressing interest in meeting recipients ([@bibr4-2055102918782172]).

In response, some donation and transplantation organisations provide donor families with non-identifiable demographic data, brief descriptions of transplant outcomes and information about the recipient/s' progress. Recipients may also receive non-identifiable information about the donor, and anonymous written correspondence between parties is often facilitated ([@bibr10-2055102918782172], [@bibr11-2055102918782172]; [@bibr68-2055102918782172]) with support provided where required ([@bibr96-2055102918782172]). Researchers have suggested that more support should be proactively offered to encourage the exchange of anonymous correspondence, with parties being made aware of the benefits of communication ([@bibr58-2055102918782172]; [@bibr117-2055102918782172]).

While most donor families and recipients are satisfied with anonymous correspondence, finding it comforting and reassuring ([@bibr8-2055102918782172]; [@bibr49-2055102918782172]; [@bibr59-2055102918782172]), for others this is insufficient. Some recipients want to express their gratitude in person, and some donor families want to meet the recipients affected by their donation decision ([@bibr1-2055102918782172]; [@bibr3-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr23-2055102918782172] argued that an evidence-based theoretical foundation should guide practices related to contact between donor families and recipients. More research is required to determine the value or risk of various forms of contact and processes of providing options to donor families and recipients ([@bibr86-2055102918782172]). Open discussion of matters could contribute to shared understanding and policies that are acceptable to all ([@bibr23-2055102918782172]; [@bibr84-2055102918782172]).

Method {#section2-2055102918782172}
======

The current review explores what is known about this topic and considers perspectives and experiences of donor families, recipients, healthcare professionals and organisations involved while seeking to understand the factors contributing to the desire for contact. It is hoped that a deeper understanding of the context will lead to the development of responses that fit well and are meaningful.

Aim {#section3-2055102918782172}
---

To explore the desire for contact between donor families and recipients and consider whether some form of contact either assists or hinders the processes of adapting and psychological coping that each must undertake. The potential roles of organ donation and transplantation agencies and the suitability of metaphors used when referring to the relationship between the recipient and the donor's family are also considered.

Data collection {#section4-2055102918782172}
---------------

SAGE, Google Scholar, PsycARTICLES, Joanna Briggs Institute EBP Database, AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine), Embase, Ovid MEDLINE(R), PsycINFO and PubMed databases were searched on 15 January 2018 using the keywords: (organ donation OR organ donor OR donate OR organs OR organ) AND (family OR recipient OR recipients OR transplant) AND (correspondence OR contact OR meet OR communicate OR relationship).

### Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#section5-2055102918782172}

No limits were used for time or type of source. English sources commenting on the experience of connection between donor families and deceased donors, transplant recipients and deceased donors, and recipients and donor families were included. Sources that described living donation or tissue-only donation were excluded.

### Additional sources {#section6-2055102918782172}

A further 55 sources known to the authors were added to those identified via the above-mentioned search.

Data analysis {#section7-2055102918782172}
-------------

Data were analysed qualitatively, first by identifying logical categories which represent different views and experiences of the relationship between donor families and recipients. Key sections were then compared to facilitate a *double description* ([@bibr12-2055102918782172], [@bibr13-2055102918782172]; [@bibr24-2055102918782172]; [@bibr45-2055102918782172]; [@bibr102-2055102918782172]), where abductive and inductive reasoning could be used to develop systemic hypotheses. Just as binocular vision contributes to depth perception, the various views collectively contributed to depth in understanding.

Findings {#section8-2055102918782172}
========

As described in [Figure 1](#fig1-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"}, the search strategy identified 1449 potentially relevant sources and these were added to the previously identified 55 sources. After the screening of titles, 93 sources remained, of which 18 were duplicates, and these were removed. Full-text copies of the remaining sources were obtained and after perusal of these, a further seven titles were removed as they did not meet inclusion criteria. The references sections and citation histories of the remaining 68 sources were perused contributing to the inclusion of an additional 38 relevant sources. Full-text copies of these were obtained, and data were extracted from the resultant set of 106 sources. Just before publication of this article, another relevant article, [@bibr6-2055102918782172] was published and was incorporated into the review, giving a total of 107 sources.

![Flow chart describing selection of sources.](10.1177_2055102918782172-fig1){#fig1-2055102918782172}

Sources selected included reports on original research studies, theoretical articles and commentaries, chapters from books, posters and abstracts from conferences and grey literature including guidelines used by donation and transplantation agencies and documents and reports prepared for government departments. Some of these focus on the donor family perspective, while others focus on the recipient perspective. Some deal specifically with communication and contact between the parties.

Evaluation of sources {#section9-2055102918782172}
---------------------

Given the various types of sources, direct comparison or evaluation using a single tool seemed inappropriate. Instead, to produce an inclusive and trustworthy consolidation, the authors of this study have incorporated various (sometimes conflicting) findings of the selected sources, contributing to descriptions that are representative of the views expressed. This review does not aim to find the 'truth' or establish a 'correct' way to conceptualise or respond to requests for contact between donor families and recipients but rather to develop working hypotheses that fit the data.

Data extraction {#section10-2055102918782172}
---------------

Data extracted from the selected sources were arranged into five sections. These include the perspective of the bereaved donor family, the perspective of the transplant recipient, metaphors and ways of viewing organ donation and transplantation, contact between donor families and recipients, and views of healthcare professionals, donation agencies and transplant centres. These sections are described in detail later to provide readers with the opportunity to judge the suitability of the final hypotheses themselves.

Data analysis {#section11-2055102918782172}
-------------

Using [@bibr12-2055102918782172], [@bibr13-2055102918782172]) method of double description, similarities, differences and relationships between the sections were explored abductively and inductively ([@bibr24-2055102918782172]; [@bibr45-2055102918782172]; [@bibr102-2055102918782172]). This method contributed to the emergence of an eco-systemic understanding of the context which is described in the 'Discussion' section later.

Background {#section12-2055102918782172}
----------

Before the identified sections are described, origins of the current context will be discussed. In the 1970s, following the first heart transplant, formalisation of the diagnosis of brain death, and development of improved immunosuppressant medication, members of the public were made aware of the need for post-mortem organ donation ([@bibr31-2055102918782172]). The value of transplantation was demonstrated by allowing newspaper articles to show pictures and share the stories of deceased organ donors and transplant recipients ([@bibr18-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr31-2055102918782172] describe the history of organ donation and transplantation and report that medical teams in the late 1960s and early 1970s believed that recipients and donor families had the right to know each other's identity, feeling that this would enhance meaning and provide a sense of completeness. Identifying information was exchanged, and parties were able to have direct contact.

Although news stories may have contributed to public awareness and acceptance of organ donation and transplantation, [@bibr18-2055102918782172] report that the donor families and recipients involved were dissatisfied with the lack of control they had when their stories were made public. Following this observation, meetings were held between transplant centres and newspaper editors, and restrictions were placed on the information that could be published ([@bibr18-2055102918782172]).

At the same time, medical teams noticed the extent to which some donor families and recipients became involved in each other's lives, the way that recipients personified the organ as they found out more about the donor and the way that the donor family at times experienced a second bereavement when contact with the recipient was lost or the recipient died ([@bibr52-2055102918782172]). As a result, transplant centres decided that information should be restricted, leading to policies that kept the exchange anonymous.

In this way, inappropriate publicity and lack of confidentiality contributed to the development of legislation designed to protect donor families and recipients from the public and each other ([@bibr86-2055102918782172]). These laws, which are still in use in many countries today, require anonymity and restrict contact between donor families and recipients to de-identified correspondence forwarded by donation and transplantation agencies ([@bibr68-2055102918782172]; [@bibr86-2055102918782172]).

However, while practices ensuring anonymity changed the way that information was handled, donor families and recipients were still not given control over their own information. In many countries those who wish to make direct contact or provide their details to the other party are unable to do so, contributing to frustration, powerlessness and the inability of parties to decide for themselves about contact. Donor families have highlighted the contradiction of being viewed as capable of providing consent to donation but unable to decide about contact with recipients ([@bibr2-2055102918782172]).

This focus on vulnerability is highlighted by reports that donor families and recipients have been advised by donation agencies and transplant centres, respectively, to focus on managing their own stress and not on the other party ([@bibr2-2055102918782172]; [@bibr23-2055102918782172]).

International research shows that many donor families and recipients are satisfied with anonymity, while others desire direct contact ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]). In Israel and the United States of America, direct contact is facilitated when both parties have expressed a desire to meet ([@bibr1-2055102918782172], [@bibr2-2055102918782172]; [@bibr7-2055102918782172]; [@bibr119-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr56-2055102918782172] argued that decisions about contact between donor families and recipients should be informed by research rather than speculation. [@bibr19-2055102918782172] agreed, commenting that decisions about communication were often made by representatives from organisations and based on personal beliefs or agency guidelines. To facilitate a holistic picture of this context informed by previous research, extracted data are described next with reference to the five sections mentioned earlier.

Section 1: the perspective of the bereaved donor family {#section13-2055102918782172}
-------------------------------------------------------

When deciding about donation, families consider the donation preferences of the deceased, the attitudes of family members towards donation, their relative's personality traits, family members' pre-death relationship with the deceased, and the implications for their ongoing psychological relationship ([@bibr87-2055102918782172]; [@bibr97-2055102918782172]) in addition to the implications for those on transplant waiting lists.

[@bibr110-2055102918782172], [@bibr109-2055102918782172]) highlight the family's need to *let go* of their instinct to protect their relative's body and attach their sense of connection to a psychological image of the deceased as a person separate from their body. After accepting their relative's death, the relocation of their attachment in this way makes organ donation possible.

Researchers have found that consenting families want to honour the preferences of the deceased ([@bibr28-2055102918782172]), help others ([@bibr9-2055102918782172]) and demonstrate altruism ([@bibr71-2055102918782172]). Knowing that their loved one contributed to the lives of others can assist families with their trauma and loss by providing a positive outcome and a sense of peace ([@bibr60-2055102918782172]) while contributing to their relative's biography and the family's narrative ([@bibr107-2055102918782172]). To attend to these tasks, families require evidence of the transplant and the benefits that it has provided ([@bibr23-2055102918782172]; [@bibr54-2055102918782172]; [@bibr73-2055102918782172]; [@bibr111-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr47-2055102918782172] notes that one of the ambiguities of the donor family's grief is that recipients remind the family of the death and the 'separating' of parts of the body and simultaneously represent a sense that the donor is 'living on'. Subsequently, some families experience a connection to recipients who sustain part of their relative ([@bibr31-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr42-2055102918782172] reports that with the absence of information about recipients, families may imagine recipients to be of a similar age and gender as that of the donor, with parents at times saying that they consented to donation so that other parents would not have to lose a child. In contrast, while most donor hearts at the time came from males aged 18--27 years, most heart transplant recipients were males in their 50s.

[@bibr4-2055102918782172] found that 24 per cent of donor parents were satisfied to know only the outcome of transplantation and 12 per cent expressed no interest in meeting with recipients, while 60 per cent were interested in direct contact.

Researchers exploring this context argue that donor families need to be recognised, appreciated and provided with information, acknowledgement and reassurance ([@bibr11-2055102918782172]; [@bibr82-2055102918782172]).

Such needs appear to motivate their interest in the recipient, with the hope that their decision will be recognised, valued and not forgotten ([@bibr33-2055102918782172]; [@bibr36-2055102918782172]; [@bibr69-2055102918782172]; [@bibr73-2055102918782172]; [@bibr77-2055102918782172]; [@bibr82-2055102918782172]; [@bibr108-2055102918782172]).

Most donor family members think about the recipients at some point ([@bibr32-2055102918782172]) and appreciate receiving de-identified information or a letter which confirms that transplantation has taken place ([@bibr1-2055102918782172]; [@bibr5-2055102918782172]; [@bibr10-2055102918782172], [@bibr11-2055102918782172]; [@bibr57-2055102918782172]; [@bibr68-2055102918782172]; [@bibr76-2055102918782172]; [@bibr79-2055102918782172]; [@bibr92-2055102918782172]).

In these ways, the family's primary struggle of coming to terms with a sudden death can become linked to their donation decision and a sense of connection with transplant recipients. This link may not be equally strong for all families, and further research is required to improve the understanding of differences between families ([@bibr17-2055102918782172]).

Researchers have proposed that the bereavement experience of donor families can be understood as a response to traumatic bereavement where meaning-making, attachment theory, continuing bonds, and narrative provide insight into their needs and actions.

[@bibr42-2055102918782172] noted that those bereaved following a traumatic incident often describe an intense need to understand and make sense of the events surrounding the death ([@bibr88-2055102918782172]). In the organ donation context, families need to make sense of an unusual death, confusing in-hospital experiences, the family's donation decision, and post-donation outcomes.

The bereaved experience a yearning and searching for the lost person ([@bibr42-2055102918782172]) even after accepting the death. This is in response to separation from someone which whom strong attachment bonds existed and is part of the process of adapting rather than being pathological ([@bibr88-2055102918782172]). In the present context, meaning-making and yearning may coincide with a strong need for information about the recipient/s ([@bibr42-2055102918782172]).

After a death, a psychological bond ([@bibr103-2055102918782172]) can facilitate the bereaved's ongoing relationship with the deceased which, after consenting to donation, may become entwined with a sense of connection with recipients ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]). While for some families, knowing transplant outcomes is sufficient evidence of this connection, others would like to meet with recipients to witness the outcomes in a tangible form ([@bibr4-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr107-2055102918782172] described the family's bereavement experience from the perspective of biography and narrative, noting that the biographies of the donor and recipient are separate, but overlap. Acknowledgement of this overlap can contribute to honouring of the donor, making sense of traumatic death, and finding solace in a difficult situation ([@bibr22-2055102918782172]).

Many donor families want to share information about their relative with recipients ([@bibr2-2055102918782172]) and obtain information about recipients. This information contributes to the biography of the deceased and is part of the family's ongoing narrative. Without information about (or in some cases, contact with) recipients, families may feel that the narrative is incomplete and they may wonder whether the organ donation (attributed to the donor) was valued ([@bibr73-2055102918782172]; [@bibr107-2055102918782172]).

Nevertheless, there is risk involved. [@bibr52-2055102918782172] found that in addition to helping others, some families described keeping part of the deceased alive by identifying them with the recipients. Concerned that this may complicate bereavement, [@bibr52-2055102918782172] suggested that identification with recipients should be discouraged, and the finality of death should be emphasised. [@bibr82-2055102918782172] was also concerned that transferring attachment from the donor to the recipient with a sense of continuing life may complicate grieving.

Those caring for families could assist members to balance factors such as acknowledgement of death, a focus on reconstructing their lives, establishing a psychological bond with the deceased ([@bibr114-2055102918782172]; [@bibr122-2055102918782172]), and a sense of connection with recipients without depending on recipients to maintain a connection with the donor.

Section 2: the perspective of the transplant recipient {#section14-2055102918782172}
------------------------------------------------------

Patients with organ failure experience anxiety and stress ([@bibr48-2055102918782172]), while adjusting to emotional, cognitive, and social changes. They often experience loss of autonomy, social roles, and activities while facing limited life expectancy ([@bibr94-2055102918782172]).

The news of their need for a transplant contributes to further changes ([@bibr30-2055102918782172]). When deciding to begin work up towards being placed on a transplant waiting list, most potential recipients consider the risks and benefits of transplantation in terms of what has been explained to them, and few thoroughly consider the implications for donors and their families at that stage ([@bibr50-2055102918782172]).

During the months following the transplant, recipients adapt to the restrictions required by their treatment regimen and gradually reconstruct their lives as people living post-transplant ([@bibr30-2055102918782172]). Despite risks and restrictions related to their treatment, recipients experience better health, improved life expectancy and are less anxious compared to pre-transplant ([@bibr48-2055102918782172]).

It has been found that during this time, many recipients think about the organ donor ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr38-2055102918782172]), and report that they would appreciate some information about their donor's age, sex, and general health. On the other hand, [@bibr38-2055102918782172] found that 2.7 per cent of recipients felt significant guilt towards the donor and had difficulty integrating the organ, which predicted low disclosure to others about having received a transplant and had implications for social support and non-adherence.

Perhaps to avoid this risk, explanations that are given to recipients by their transplant team often suggest that transplantation should be seen as an 'exchange of spare parts' ([@bibr64-2055102918782172]), encouraging the recipient to disassociate from their donor ([@bibr92-2055102918782172]; [@bibr98-2055102918782172]). However, this view does not incorporate the possibility of recipients contacting the family of the donor which requires acceptance of the donor's death and their family's grief ([@bibr85-2055102918782172]; [@bibr93-2055102918782172]).

Similarly, [@bibr104-2055102918782172] comment on how awareness campaigns often employ the 'altruistic gift' metaphor which does not adequately address the pain of the donor family. Simultaneously encountering the replaceable parts metaphor, the gift metaphor, and the possibility of contact with the donor's family complicates the donor-recipient relationship and may contribute to distress ([@bibr64-2055102918782172]) rather than resolving it.

In addition, [@bibr92-2055102918782172] found that many recipients used another model analogous to mixtures where the resultant body would be expected to contain qualities of the transplanted organ. Likewise, [@bibr49-2055102918782172] found that up to a third of recipients wonder if personality or behavioural changes experienced post-transplant are related to the donor.

[@bibr92-2055102918782172] stresses that recipients experience changes in response to being chronically ill and then receiving a transplant, hypothesising that some recipients project their own post-transplant characteristics onto their representation of the donor. [@bibr92-2055102918782172] advises that healthcare professionals should remain open to hearing their patients' perceptions.

Other researchers argue that heart transplant recipients at times experience behavioural and personality changes (preceding contact with the donor's family) that are too closely related to traits of their donors to be explained by chance ([@bibr78-2055102918782172]; [@bibr124-2055102918782172]). These researchers suggest that all living cells possess memory and 'decider' systems that may be incorporated through transplantation.

Whichever explanation is taken as valid, for some recipients their experience contributes to identity disruption which may be demonstrated by over-determined insistence that nothing has changed ([@bibr15-2055102918782172]), a heightened sense of anxiety associated with the transplanted organ as a foreign part, or an excessive feeling of kinship with the donor's family ([@bibr38-2055102918782172]; [@bibr64-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr39-2055102918782172] found that lung recipients who reported either an emotional distance from the lung (seeing it as a foreign part) or felt as if they were influenced by the donor experienced more distress ([@bibr49-2055102918782172]) and were less compliant with their medical treatment post-transplant. They had difficulty balancing the integration of the organ into their sense of self and maintaining a distance between their identity and that of the donor.

Despite their struggles recipients can be assisted to incorporate the graft over time, easing stress and improving recovery and treatment adherence ([@bibr55-2055102918782172]; [@bibr64-2055102918782172]). Compliant recipients in these studies thought about the donor and imagined personality traits of the donor without experiencing anxiety.

These experiences may represent different stages of adjustment post-transplant in that researchers studying lung ([@bibr38-2055102918782172]), heart ([@bibr49-2055102918782172]), and kidney ([@bibr55-2055102918782172]) recipients found that the transplanted organ is initially seen as a foreign part and then through a process of integration (which may include psychological conflict and physical complications) the organ is gradually seen as a part of the recipient's perceived sense of self.

[@bibr93-2055102918782172] observed that many recipients appeared to split their perceptions of the organ itself as a functional part and the donor-as-a-person, allowing them to develop a relationship with each separately. [@bibr93-2055102918782172] noticed that recipients often experienced a challenge to their sense of identity which was described in terms of *influence-identification*.

During identification, thoughts of the 'donor as a fellow being like me' seemed to eliminate the need for fear of being influenced, creating a sense of equality ([@bibr93-2055102918782172]). This may, in turn, contribute to psychological well-being, an improved quality of life, and compliance with medical treatment ([@bibr26-2055102918782172]). However, developing an overly close psychological relationship with the donor which is characterised by being mentally preoccupied and feeling that character traits of the donor have been 'inherited' appears to contribute to increased psychological distress for 10 to 20 per cent of recipients ([@bibr49-2055102918782172]), with a possible influence on treatment compliance ([@bibr38-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr93-2055102918782172] developed a model describing post-transplant coping. The first two elements of the model were organised in terms of the continua of *joy--sorrow* and *gratitude--indebtedness*. The third and fourth elements were named *guilt* and *inequity*, respectively. However, consideration of [@bibr93-2055102918782172] descriptions of these latter categories suggests that they could have been organised around the continua of *guilt--innocence* and *inequity--equilibrium*, respectively.

[@bibr93-2055102918782172] continua are described in more detail in [Table 1](#table1-2055102918782172){ref-type="table"}. The categories discussed are not static, with individual recipients moving between them at a given time or over time ([@bibr93-2055102918782172]).

###### 

Recipient perceptions of the organ, the donor, and the donor's family ([@bibr93-2055102918782172]).

![](10.1177_2055102918782172-table1)

  Dimension                   Description of the extremes of the continua                                                                
  --------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Joy--sorrow                 Joy: Immediately after transplant, recipients typically experienced euphoria and relief.                   Sorrow: Acknowledging that a premature death has left another family grieving contributed to sorrow.
  Gratitude--indebtedness     Gratitude was experienced towards the donor and their family.                                              Indebtedness: Recipients often felt the need to somehow 'repay' the 'gift'.
  Guilt--innocence            Guilt: Recipients found it hard to reconcile their hope for an organ being linked to someone else dying.   Innocence: Randomness involved in donation--transplantation implied that they are not responsible for the death.
  Inequity--equilibrium       Inequity: Recipients reported that they saw it as unfair that someone had to die for another to live.      Equilibrium: Some recipients signed a donor card or behaved in a generous and helpful way themselves.
  Influence--identification   Influence: Some denied changes, while others wondered whether the donor's organ influenced them.           Identification: Recipients accepted changes in their identity post-transplant without feeling threatened.

[@bibr93-2055102918782172] noted that while recipients had discussed a range of feelings, perceptions and adaptive strategies during the research project, they had reported that they did not generally discuss such matters with others. This suggests that the team treating the recipient should not simply assume that any difficulties would be raised, but they should initiate and explore matters with the recipient in a safe context where processes such as those identified are seen as part of normal adaptation following transplant ([@bibr64-2055102918782172]; [@bibr81-2055102918782172]; [@bibr93-2055102918782172]; [@bibr98-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr27-2055102918782172] found that those recipients who would consider contact with donor families felt a need to know more about the donor, including receiving a picture and wanting to express their gratitude and let the family know about their post-transplant adjustment. These recipients felt that the choice to meet or not to meet should be made by the parties concerned rather than by an organisation or law-makers, and some believed that it would assist their own adjustment if they could choose for themselves.

Considering factors such as those described earlier, researchers have hypothesised that in addition to wanting to make anonymous or direct contact to thank the donor family, recipients may hope that this will assist them to resolve the struggles that they experience ([@bibr31-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]).

Section 3: metaphors and ways of viewing organ donation and transplantation {#section15-2055102918782172}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that organisations promoting organ donation often use slogans such as 'Gift of Life', [@bibr37-2055102918782172] explored the appropriateness of 'Gift Law' in the organ donation context. According to this perspective, gifts of any type must fulfil three basic elements to be legally recognised: (1) there must be donative intent, (2) the gift must be physically transferred or delivered and (3) the gift must be accepted. Once all three criteria are met, the gift is complete and enforceable under the law ([@bibr37-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr37-2055102918782172] argues that deceased organ donation is anatomical gifting -- the uncompensated transfer of organs from the donor to the recipient. Accordingly, once consent exists, and after the donor has died, the gifted organs may be surgically recovered, transferred and accepted for transplantation.

To further explore the appropriateness of metaphors such as *gift* and terminology such as *altruism*, [@bibr97-2055102918782172] compared the notion of altruism (a selfless act without expectation of repayment) and gift giving (where there may be obligations to give, receive and reciprocate).

[@bibr97-2055102918782172] highlighted ways in which cultural views of altruism, gift-giving, perceptions of the body and death all influence family motivations at the time of a potential organ donation and concluded that the concept of altruism does not capture all facets of the organ donation experience, while the notion of gift-giving is problematic given that reciprocation (which is vital for social cohesion and stability) is poorly defined in this context.

In contrast to the focus of gifting and altruism, [@bibr18-2055102918782172] noted that consenting families felt it was important that both their pain and how they were pleased to be able to help someone else were acknowledged. Similarly, one of the participants in [@bibr10-2055102918782172] study referred to the 'gift of life from sacrifice' (p. 403), and [@bibr52-2055102918782172] later concluded that families who decide to consent to donation can simultaneously '... act out of generosity ... and a willingness to sacrifice'. (p. 1700)

Similarly, [@bibr41-2055102918782172] noted that families might feel comforted, but also experience pain and argued that the 'gift' should not become the focus at the risk of neglecting family grief. [@bibr110-2055102918782172], [@bibr109-2055102918782172]) explored the simultaneous consideration of donation as a gift and a sacrifice, while [@bibr106-2055102918782172] described family members' struggle with the idea of their loved one undergoing donation surgery, which they may associate with sacrificing the wholeness of the body.

[@bibr95-2055102918782172] conducted focus groups in four European countries to explore the perspectives of donor families and recipients. It was found that in contrast with the dominant narrative of organ donation as an altruistic *gift*, both parties felt that there was more to the experience. For example, donor families often spoke of organ donation as providing a sense that their deceased relative could continue to have influence because a part of them lived on, sustaining life for a transplant recipient.

Recipients discussed the need to accept and incorporate the donated organ and felt that to receive a transplant was a significant responsibility because of the scarcity of organs. They described the need to look after the organ to honour the intentions of the donor and their family ([@bibr40-2055102918782172]) and reported feeling a blend of gratitude and guilt ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]).

Donor families are more likely to refer to organ donation as an act of the donor (especially when the donor had registered their preferences before their death) and associate the donation with the donor's personality and what he or she would have wanted ([@bibr11-2055102918782172]) while transplant recipients tend to focus on the donor family's decision to offer donation when speaking or writing about the event ([@bibr33-2055102918782172]).

At the same time, family members claim some stake in the process (e.g. 'We willingly honoured her wish'). This appears to facilitate a sense of the unity between the family and the donor. Ascribing agency to the donor makes sense if the families' descriptions are taken as advancing the narrative and biography of the deceased ([@bibr33-2055102918782172]).

These observations show that even to the extent that altruism and gift-giving are valid metaphors, they do not consider the complex experience of the donor family and recipient ([@bibr97-2055102918782172]) or the relationship formed between them ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]; [@bibr99-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr113-2055102918782172] describe changes in the law in Israel so that priority on transplant waiting lists can be given to patients who are first-degree relatives of organ donors. Incentives such as these challenge the metaphor of the altruistic gift.

[@bibr99-2055102918782172] spoke to intensivists, donation coordinators and transplant coordinators exploring their views. Many of these participants also argued that the gift metaphor does not adequately acknowledge the extent to which the decision to donate is linked to a sense of pain and sacrifice, which are not generally associated with gift-giving.

Some were uncomfortable with the term 'gift' because it did not capture the responsibility that may be felt both by donor families (to make the decision that would be correct for them, their relative, and society) and recipients (to care for the organ) and because gift-giving is generally associated with a pleasurable event which is not the case in organ donation. Others defended the use of the term 'gift' because it separated organ donation and transplantation from transactions which involved the exchange of money or the expectation of tangible reward.

[@bibr99-2055102918782172] feels that the incongruence between the '*gift of life*' discourse and the actual experience of organ donation and transplantation is ethically relevant as it can contribute to an escalation of the ambiguity experienced by the family where they are hesitant because they care about their loved one's body, but their hesitance implies that they do not care for others.

Such ambiguity can contribute to heightened anxiety, ambivalence and a need to escape from the situation. In such a case, emotionally reactive rather than reasoned decisions can be expected. Whichever way such decisions are made, it is possible that families will later feel regret when they can consider matters without the emotional pressure ([@bibr25-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr99-2055102918782172] highlights the need to consider *how* we talk about organ donation and transplantation as we search for a vocabulary that fits. When popular discourse is more congruent with the actual experiences of donor families and recipients, both parties can be expected to more freely discuss their struggles contributing to more effective support from formal and informal sources. For example, it has been suggested that to *rebrand* organ donation as an 'act of charitable donation' may reduce pressure experienced by recipients who feel that they cannot reciprocate or be worthy of the *gift of life* ([@bibr34-2055102918782172]; [@bibr58-2055102918782172]).

Section 4: contact between donor families and recipients {#section16-2055102918782172}
--------------------------------------------------------

Although [@bibr18-2055102918782172] reported that over time families showed less interest in recipients and focused on their own adjustment, [@bibr33-2055102918782172] have argued that the family's decision affects the rest of their lives. For those who choose to donate, there is often a continuing desire to know more about the organ recipients ([@bibr56-2055102918782172]), and during the 1990s, there was an increase in requests from donor families for direct contact ([@bibr19-2055102918782172]). Where studies have been conducted, results indicate that a portion of recipients want direct contact, while others prefer anonymity ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr14-2055102918782172]).

In Annema et al'.s (2013) study, those recipients preferring anonymity saw it as an expression of mutual respect. Others experienced ambiguity in that they wanted to express their gratitude in person but were concerned about the consequences.

[@bibr27-2055102918782172] explored the attitudes of Belgian liver transplant recipients at a time when politicians were considering relaxing rules concerning contact with donor families. It was found that 70 per cent of liver recipients were satisfied with laws protecting anonymity and were concerned that relaxing laws would contribute to anxiety, feeling obliged to do something in return for the donated organ, and feelings of guilt. On the other hand, 19 per cent of respondents expressed a desire to know more about the donor and said that they would appreciate an opportunity to thank the donor's family directly.

[@bibr98-2055102918782172] found that many heart, lung and liver recipients participating in the study had been seeking out their donor's family and hoped to form relationships with them in spite of professionals' efforts to maintain anonymity. Some had integrated the real or imagined personality of the donor into their post-transplant identity.

For donor families, the main reason given for wanting contact was to see firsthand what the benefit of their donation decision was to the recipient. Some donor families request ongoing information about recipients ([@bibr43-2055102918782172], [@bibr44-2055102918782172]) and want to provide recipients with information about the donor as a person ([@bibr8-2055102918782172]; [@bibr61-2055102918782172]; [@bibr83-2055102918782172]).

For the recipients, the main reasons given were to be able to learn more about the donor ([@bibr27-2055102918782172]) and thank the donor family in person ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr5-2055102918782172]; [@bibr27-2055102918782172]; [@bibr56-2055102918782172]).

Donor families who did not want contact explained that the recipient's identity was not important to them and they did not want to relive a painful part of their lives. Recipients who did not want contact felt that they were uncomfortable about being alive while the donor was dead, did not want to cause the donor family to be hurt ([@bibr27-2055102918782172]) or were concerned about what level of involvement donor families may expect. Some reported that not making contact protected them from the emotional nature of meetings with the other party and allowed each to get on with their own life struggles ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]).

Older recipients felt uneasy about their age, especially when the donor was young ([@bibr56-2055102918782172]) and recipients transplanted after alcoholic cirrhosis or those experiencing significant guilt were less likely to want contact ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr92-2055102918782172]).

Many, including those who did not wish to make contact themselves, felt that anonymity should not be enforced by law as applicable to everyone, believing that individuals should have the autonomy to decide for themselves ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr75-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr83-2055102918782172] found that 59 per cent of donor families felt that initial information confirming the success of transplantation was sufficient at that time and when asked about the desire for further information, several felt that letters (51%), a 'Thank you' (20%) and a meeting (25%) would be appreciated later. Given the variety of views regarding contact, it was considered vital that policies were based on an understanding of the grief of donor families and the experience of living with a transplant ([@bibr19-2055102918782172]).

### Anonymous correspondence {#section17-2055102918782172}

Acknowledging that some form of contact may be valuable to donor families and recipients, agencies internationally have for some time facilitated the exchange of anonymous correspondence between parties.

[@bibr10-2055102918782172] found that regardless of how much time had elapsed between organ donation and the receipt of correspondence from a recipient, or what the cause of death had been, the letter was appreciated and contributed to positive feelings. Several families who had received letters said that they were cherished and added meaning to their decision to consent to organ donation. Families expressed gratitude to the recipients for writing letters that assisted them to put their decision into context ([@bibr11-2055102918782172]), were comforting and meaningful ([@bibr41-2055102918782172]), confirmed the value of their altruism ([@bibr126-2055102918782172]) and diverted their feeling from intense grief to something positive ([@bibr11-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr85-2055102918782172] explored the attitudes of heart recipients to the writing of a Thank You letter to donor families and found that most showed significant distress regarding issues such as the obligation to write anonymously and the inadequacy of the 'thank-you'. Recipients expressed difficulty when considering what to include in the letter (not wanting to say anything that upset the donor family), the process of writing the letter, and waiting for a response (those who wrote often hoped for some response and were frustrated when one was not received). [@bibr85-2055102918782172] suggested that support should be available to recipients when writing letters.

Even when they were able to overcome such barriers, recipients faced the contradiction of writing a personal letter without using any personal details. Wanting to express gratitude but being restricted by rules enforcing confidentiality creates a dilemma that recipients struggle to resolve ([@bibr85-2055102918782172]).

In this way, mandated anonymity depersonalises a highly personal act and contributes to stress ([@bibr35-2055102918782172]). Consequently, many recipients do not forward a letter or do so months or years following the transplant ([@bibr14-2055102918782172]; [@bibr117-2055102918782172]).

This is supported by [@bibr58-2055102918782172] finding that 42 per cent of donor families had not received a letter. Researchers have found that while both donor families and recipients desired contact, many had not made contact themselves and were hesitant to do so until receiving correspondence from the other ([@bibr56-2055102918782172]; [@bibr83-2055102918782172]). [@bibr5-2055102918782172] therefore suggested that encouraging parties to send a letter would be more empowering than suggesting that they wait for one. However, [@bibr58-2055102918782172] notes that only about 14 per cent of donor families who received a letter wrote one back.

[@bibr58-2055102918782172] suggested that organisations should identify barriers to correspondence, develop and implement solutions and provide workshops and individual assistance where required to improve the rate of correspondence. Leverage points that have been identified with regard to the potential to increase correspondence rates include making parties aware of the value of correspondence, empowering recipients by reducing feelings of unworthiness or assisting those who have concerns regarding their writing abilities, ensuring recipients that donor families appreciate letters and writing will not cause the family further harm, providing a clear process to facilitate correspondence and reducing legal or policy-related matters that may inhibit contact ([@bibr20-2055102918782172]; [@bibr58-2055102918782172]).

For example, donor families and recipients felt that organisations should forward their correspondence without being able to delete parts or choose not to forward certain letters. In cases where there are specific concerns, participants felt that the organisation should share these with the writer and allow a rewrite or the decision to send as is ([@bibr83-2055102918782172]). [@bibr61-2055102918782172] reports that parties requested some form of confirmation that anonymous correspondence was received.

[@bibr2-2055102918782172] argued that the stakeholders should be allowed to decide what information they want to share with the other party and whether they want to make contact, pointing out that if consent to the sharing of information and contact was provided in written form, organisations would be relieved of the responsibility of protecting parties. Challenging ideas of vulnerability, [@bibr20-2055102918782172] study demonstrates that if organisations were to directly encourage recipients to write an initial letter, recipients would not feel that they had been placed under too much pressure and more would write letters of thanks.

### Direct contact {#section18-2055102918782172}

[@bibr18-2055102918782172] reported on two cases where a meeting between the donor family and the recipient was coordinated. All parties expressed positive feelings and found the meetings meaningful. Centres in the United States and Israel support the rights of donor families and recipients to have direct contact if they choose to, and [@bibr56-2055102918782172] argue that when both parties demonstrate an interest in meeting, the outcome is not negative.

The most effective meetings are preceded by anonymous contact between the parties ([@bibr19-2055102918782172]) which helps to clarify matters and answer questions. Researchers have found that parties see health professionals as having a role in facilitating this gradual contact ([@bibr4-2055102918782172]; [@bibr5-2055102918782172]; [@bibr22-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]; [@bibr56-2055102918782172]; [@bibr119-2055102918782172]; [@bibr121-2055102918782172]). [@bibr50-2055102918782172] found that most of those who were able to meet considered it a positive experience and did not feel that the health professionals were responsible for the outcome of the meeting ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]; [@bibr53-2055102918782172]; [@bibr119-2055102918782172]).

Nevertheless, in addition to theoretical explanations, perceived advantages or disadvantages of particular actions and the application of guiding principles, healthcare professionals providing support to donor families and recipients need to be willing to reflect on their own beliefs and values and consider how these may influence their objective of facilitating informed decisions ([@bibr6-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr5-2055102918782172] found that more donor families (67%) than recipients (29%) had initiated contact and most of those who had made contact felt satisfied that it had gone well and many were interested in further contact.

Families who met with recipients reported that the meeting eased their pain, contributed to positive meaning in their loss ([@bibr7-2055102918782172]) and facilitated a sense of calm, satisfaction ([@bibr50-2055102918782172]), peace and closure ([@bibr2-2055102918782172]; [@bibr56-2055102918782172]). Having their pain acknowledged and seeing the gratitude of the recipient was helpful to families ([@bibr101-2055102918782172]), as was the experience of seeing the difference that their decision had made in other's lives. Some families felt that their decision was validated by evidence that it had facilitated the recipient's health, and this assisted family members to organise their lives and focus on their future ([@bibr19-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr4-2055102918782172] found that donor parents who met recipients of their children's organs found increased meaning in donation, and it was concluded that for parents who wanted contact with recipients, a meeting was a very meaningful experience.

At the same time, recipients used contact as a way of expressing gratitude and reported a reduction in feelings of guilt. [@bibr38-2055102918782172] even found that this was related to a more successful recovery from surgery.

In some countries, the law prevents healthcare professionals from facilitating direct contact between donor families and recipients. Where the desire for contact is strong, these donor families and recipients may consider their own ways of addressing their needs. In Australia, Donor Families Australia (DFA, an organisation representing families of organ and tissue donors) has found that many of its members feel that contact should be possible if both parties are willing and able to make an informed decision ([@bibr65-2055102918782172]). DFA members who have been able to make contact have generally reported that meeting recipients has been a positive experience characterised by gratitude and healing. In response, DFA manages a Donor Family--Recipient Contact Register that enables parties wishing to make contact to provide their details so that DFA can identify matches ([@bibr29-2055102918782172]).

### Secondary losses {#section19-2055102918782172}

In reaction to their bereavement, individuals and families often seek a continued psychological connection with the deceased while accepting their death ([@bibr22-2055102918782172]).

In the organ donation context, this may be linked to thoughts about recipients and secondary losses could take a unique form because parts of a deceased relative are alive inside other people. Hence, researchers have described the risk that the donor family may experience a *secondary loss* if the organ is rejected or the recipient dies ([@bibr22-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]).

When trying to understand this reaction, [@bibr22-2055102918782172] noted that families' continuing bonds with their loved ones could come to depend on relationships with recipients rather than existing as internal representations. In this way, the transplanted organ or the recipient may have come to play a significant role in the family's adjustment to their loss. This is congruent with findings that reliance on a sense that the donor is 'living on' is associated with an increased risk of complications in bereavement ([@bibr18-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]; [@bibr82-2055102918782172]). According to Corr et al'.s (2011) hypothesis, the death of a recipient severs the family's bond with a part of their relative and results in emotional pain that may be similar to that experienced when their relative died.

Staff need to create a supportive and respectful environment and take the time to understand the emotions, beliefs, resources and motives of parties to identify where further information and emotional support would assist the balancing of benefits, risks and expectations and contribute to the emergence of an informed decision about contact that is in the interests of the parties involved rather than simply the result of the application of rigid rules ([@bibr6-2055102918782172]).

Researchers urge that donor families who contact recipients should be informed about the possibility of secondary losses and provided with appropriate support ([@bibr22-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]). When considering the reduction of risk related to secondary losses, [@bibr22-2055102918782172] suggest that those providing support should avoid referring to the deceased as 'living on' and rather focus on the hope and quality of life that the recipient has following transplantation.

### Risks and protective factors {#section20-2055102918782172}

[@bibr125-2055102918782172] obtained mixed results regarding recipients' contact with donor families. On one hand, recipients who had made contact with their donor's family reported that it had been a positive experience, but statistical analysis showed that making contact predicted higher rates of somatic--affective depressive symptoms. [@bibr125-2055102918782172] concluded that further research would contribute to better understanding of these variables.

[@bibr2-2055102918782172] reports that some donor families, recipients, transplant centres and donation agencies have expressed concern about the possible loss of control if anonymity is not enforced. For example, one party may desire or demand more contact than is comfortable for the other.

Researchers feel that exaggerated expectations contribute to the risk of disappointment which may influence coping when contact is made and either party does not meet the expectations of the other ([@bibr1-2055102918782172]; [@bibr23-2055102918782172]; [@bibr42-2055102918782172]; [@bibr43-2055102918782172], 1993). Some information about the other party and their coping could contribute to realistic expectations before making contact ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]) and reduce this risk.

[@bibr42-2055102918782172] feels that the bereavement of donor families may be complicated if their wish for contact or lack thereof is not shared by the recipient and/or their family. In such a case, lack of contact could be perceived as indicating lack of appreciation.

Donor families could find it difficult to reconcile their loss and the recipient's improved quality of life ([@bibr2-2055102918782172]), and differences of opinion within families on each side could contribute to intra-family tension ([@bibr50-2055102918782172]; [@bibr61-2055102918782172]).

To identify cases where connection to the recipient poses a risk to healthy bereavement, [@bibr42-2055102918782172] suggests that the combination of impulsive inquiry, obsessive searching behaviours and an inability to accept the death of the donor should be seen as indicative of high risk.

[@bibr19-2055102918782172] reported that families provided the following advice about the contact process: the timing of the meeting and having a neutral intermediary is important; it is useful if families have reached a point of readiness in their grieving before meeting; some suggested that meetings should be private, away from the media, but with a professional to assist if necessary; donor families appreciate the ability to talk about their loved one and getting to know the recipient can validate their decision.

Researchers agree that if contact was to be allowed, it should follow a 'cooling off' period after donation/transplantation and be facilitated by a healthcare professional in a controlled environment ([@bibr7-2055102918782172]; [@bibr35-2055102918782172]).

Professionals should provide support when vulnerabilities present themselves. To identify such vulnerabilities, [@bibr42-2055102918782172] suggests that in a supportive environment matters such as the sense of connection with recipients could be explored together with an assessment of the family/family member's adjustment to loss and attachment to the donor.

These observations show the extent of any risk could be related to several factors. For example, it has been noted that families should have reached a point in their bereavement that makes them 'ready' to consider meeting recipients. This implies that there is a period before this when the family is not 'ready', and emotional and social resources may be insufficient to enable them to cope with the emotional demands of meeting. It also implies that the potential risk experienced by a specific family will vary over time, highlighting the need for a skilled moderator to assist with the process.

Some considered the risk of there being no contact and felt that when contact between donor families and recipients was forbidden, there was a denial of the way that their lives have become connected. It was argued that by restricting the sharing of information about the recipient, the outcome of the donor family's decision is denied or silenced, contributing to frustration ([@bibr90-2055102918782172]).

Among those recipients who had had contact with donor families, some expressed concerns about the level of involvement desired by the donor family ([@bibr80-2055102918782172]), an excessive sense of responsibility to ensure that the transplanted organ is protected ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]) or found that religious or social differences could contribute to stress ([@bibr1-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr75-2055102918782172] argue that because a meeting between a donor family member and recipient has the potential to initially contribute to confusion and strong emotions, meetings should be monitored to ensure that everyone's needs are respected.

A healthcare professional facilitating a first meeting between a donor family and recipient should be aware of each party's expectations before the event, and where appropriate take steps to ensure that they are realistic. Providing clear structure to the meeting in terms of a specific time and place as well as information about items or gifts that would be appropriate/inappropriate (e.g. photos, chocolates) is useful to participants, as is assistance in the management of post-meeting expectations.

Apart from a desire to contact the persons involved in the same donation--transplantation event, donor families and recipients at times show an interest in attending Services of Remembrance, the Transplant Games, awareness campaigns and other events where they can meet other donor families and recipients. Recipients can celebrate their health and give thanks to donor families in general, while donor families can see the difference that decisions such as theirs have made in the lives of recipients ([@bibr46-2055102918782172]; [@bibr59-2055102918782172]; [@bibr95-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr120-2055102918782172] report on a support group programme where members of donor families benefitted from sharing experiences with those who had had similar experiences, regaining hope for their future by seeing others surviving. Likewise, several recipients reported that they engaged in self-help groups or participated in organ donation campaigns as a way of 'repaying' or compensating for the opportunity to live ([@bibr95-2055102918782172]).

Section 5: views of health professionals, donation agencies and transplant centres {#section21-2055102918782172}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Traditionally, it has been the role of transplant and organ procurement professionals to determine the type and frequency of information or contact that should be allowed between donor families and recipients ([@bibr83-2055102918782172]).

Over the years, organisations have produced documentation to make donor families and recipients aware of the benefits and methods of anonymous correspondence in the hope that this option will be more widely used ([@bibr63-2055102918782172]; [@bibr68-2055102918782172]; [@bibr70-2055102918782172]; [@bibr115-2055102918782172]).

The guidelines used by the National Health Service (NHS) to encourage recipients to write a Thank You letter ([@bibr115-2055102918782172]) are congruent with research described earlier ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]) in that recipients are made aware that '... donor families state that they would like to hear from the person who received their loved one's donation ...' (p. 2) and '... Donor families have made the brave decision to support donation because they want their loved one to save others. Your news will show they have achieved this and most take great comfort from that knowledge' (p. 4).

These words reflect [@bibr11-2055102918782172] suggestion 30 years earlier that transplant centres should not remain neutral but should encourage recipients to write to their donor families. This encouragement seems appropriate given that researchers have found that most donor families and recipients are satisfied with anonymous correspondence as a way of communicating ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]; [@bibr54-2055102918782172]; [@bibr119-2055102918782172]) even when the option of direct contact is available.

For those who desire more than anonymous contact, the response of centres across the world has varied with some providing carefully considered avenues to direct contact ([@bibr53-2055102918782172]; [@bibr54-2055102918782172]; [@bibr119-2055102918782172]) and others believing that anonymous contact should remain the norm ([@bibr3-2055102918782172]). However, as described by [@bibr18-2055102918782172], [@bibr90-2055102918782172], [@bibr42-2055102918782172] and others, there has always being a portion of the donor family and recipient population that will not be satisfied with their options being restricted.

[@bibr83-2055102918782172] conclude that donor families and recipients have a right to information and contact if mutually desired and argue that organisations must act to facilitate that right to connect in order to allow the healing aspects of this relationship to be experienced.

However, donor families and recipients are sometimes seen as vulnerable groups that could easily experience harm and therefore need to be protected from each other ([@bibr76-2055102918782172]). When this position is taken, authority figures could be expected to do nothing rather than risk doing something wrong (Albert, 1998, 1999; [@bibr23-2055102918782172]).

Rather than focus on vulnerability, [@bibr2-2055102918782172] explored the matter of contact between donor families and recipients with reference to ethical principles. Considering *autonomy*, [@bibr2-2055102918782172] highlighted the right to self-determination and the responsibility of healthcare professionals to facilitate *salience* including knowledge of risks and benefits contributing to *informed decision-making* ([@bibr59-2055102918782172]; [@bibr76-2055102918782172]). *Beneficence* requires the healthcare provider to take a holistic approach to care to ensure that their impact on others is positive.

In this environment where ethical dilemmas will arise, professionals should receive training in bioethics and use simulations to prepare them for their role in a process where principles such as autonomy and beneficence are not always easy to balance ([@bibr6-2055102918782172]).

[@bibr83-2055102918782172] argued that organisations should develop clear and fair guidelines regarding direct contact to ensure consistency and then conduct research to determine the appropriateness of these guidelines. This is vital today because, as argued by [@bibr62-2055102918782172], direct contact between donor families and transplant recipients is an issue that can no longer be overlooked.

Evidence of the value of such an approach has been demonstrated in this context: Since the 1980s, procedures like those described by [@bibr10-2055102918782172], [@bibr11-2055102918782172]) have been used to facilitate anonymous contact, enabling researchers to investigate the benefits and risks involved. [@bibr68-2055102918782172], for example, report that research conducted by the Organ and Tissue Authority (OTA) in Australia indicated that donor families found receiving letters from recipients comforting, confirming the positive impact of their donation decision.

In response, OTA is confidently exploring ways of actively encouraging recipients to write Thank You letters to donor families based on evidence that the organisation trusts ([@bibr68-2055102918782172]).

With the availability of social media and Internet search engines, it is not difficult for donor families and recipients to identify each other if they try. Considering this, a re-examination of practices is required to ensure that policies are appropriate in the present ([@bibr35-2055102918782172]; [@bibr74-2055102918782172]).

In addition to preparing donor families for their ongoing adjustment to loss, and transplant recipients for their adherence to medical treatment post-transplant, organisations now have a responsibility to educate parties about social media and online etiquette.

The NHS in the United Kingdom ([@bibr118-2055102918782172]) and other centres ([@bibr67-2055102918782172]) have developed guidelines for the use of social media aimed at educating parties regarding the potential benefits and risks of social media use. [@bibr61-2055102918782172] highlights the need to provide similar guidance to donor families and recipients in Australia who make use of social media or are independently seeking direct contact.

OTA recently facilitated a Community Consultative Forum, inviting stakeholders from donor family and recipient groups to discuss the matter of contact between the parties ([@bibr61-2055102918782172]). The need to develop policies and strategies that protected core values such as privacy while providing opportunities for people to act on their own informed choices was highlighted.

[@bibr61-2055102918782172] concluded that because there is diversity in needs and perspectives among the parties involved, no single response will be satisfactory to everyone. It was suggested that principles such as compassionate, supportive care for donor families and recipients and facilitating opportunities to share information and experiences that celebrate the donor as a person should guide decision-makers. [@bibr65-2055102918782172] reported on the same forum from the perspective of the donor families and recipients present and highlighted risks, benefits and ways of managing contact (such as an online portal with filters to remove identifying details and ensuring awareness of social media privacy settings) that could balance the need for confidentiality with the need for contact.

As in the United Kingdom ([@bibr117-2055102918782172]), it was considered useful to take the immediate step of improving present systems of anonymous correspondence while considering the implications of legal changes that would be required to allow direct contact to be explored ([@bibr61-2055102918782172]).

Analysis {#section22-2055102918782172}
========

[@bibr95-2055102918782172] suggest a move away from seeing organ donation as a one-directional act to acknowledging its social nature. This implies that the donor family story and the recipient story are parts of another more comprehensive story. As an analogy, if the actions of a pair of dancers were viewed independently while considering how they complement each other, one could obtain information about the nature of the dance that they were performing.

The extracted data described in Sections 1 and 2 are summarised in [Figures 2](#fig2-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Comparing these summarised narratives of donor families and transplant recipients, several similarities are evident. These similarities strengthen the possibility that the two stories together will illuminate another story of which the original stories are each a part. According to [@bibr12-2055102918782172], [@bibr13-2055102918782172]) claims about double description, this third story will also include 'bonus' information about the relationship between the participants. The analysis that follows will demonstrate this.

![Experiences and challenges of families of deceased organ donors.](10.1177_2055102918782172-fig2){#fig2-2055102918782172}

![Experiences and challenges of organ transplant recipients.](10.1177_2055102918782172-fig3){#fig3-2055102918782172}

Donor families and recipients each faced crises and made extraordinary decisions -- for the donor family, to donate a relative's organs, and for the recipients, to have an organ transplanted into their body in the hope of improving their lives. Following these decisions, parties need to make sense of the implications of their choices.

Both faced death and hoped for life. During their time at the hospital, when they realised that life was not possible for their relative, families who decided to consent to donation may have developed hope that recipients would benefit. This may have altruistic features and also be part of the family's search for a meaningful outcome to their crisis.

These life and death struggles in the context of organ donation and transplantation could contribute to the emergence of mutual empathy, hope and a sense of connection between donor families and recipients. Neither can ignore the existence of the other because without the other the events surrounding organ donation and transplantation would not have taken place.

In both cases, the metaphors used by organisations and healthcare professionals are not comprehensive enough to capture the experience, potentially contributing to mistrust and a feeling of being misunderstood. It is proposed that to resolve this incongruence, donor families and recipients turn to each other.

A mutually beneficial relationship may arise between parties who were strangers before. The recipient's health assists the donor family to make meaning amid their loss, while the donor family, by consenting to donation, provides the recipient with an opportunity to live. The parties shape each other's experience in ways that are unique to this context.

When the stories are brought together, a story of human endurance and overcoming of obstacles emerges. A key feature of the shared experience is the importance of relationships with the deceased.

Both donor families and recipients need to clarify their relationship with the donor to make sense of their experiences. The donor family needs to complete the biography of the deceased and make peace with their decision to consent to donation, and the recipient needs to acknowledge the role that the donor and their family played in saving their lives and make peace with having a part of the donor sustaining their ongoing life while not feeling guilty.

When exploring relationships with the donor, the donor family can provide the recipient with information about the donor's life and personality, and the recipient can provide information about their own coping and gratitude which assists the donor's family to continue their narrative and that of the deceased. This is relevant because donation and transplantation contribute to an overlap in the narrative of the donor and their family and that of the recipient and their family.

Considering [@bibr12-2055102918782172], [@bibr13-2055102918782172]) thoughts about feedback loops and patterns that connect when relationships are formed, we wondered what the nature of the feedback sought by the parties was, what this meant to them and how it would help explain their drive for contact.

Researchers report that recipients had questions and experiences that they did not share with others, and we wondered whether the same would be true for donor families. We noticed that although researchers have reported that donor families seek acknowledgement of the value of their decision, no clear explanation is given regarding why this would be important to them.

Organ donation decisions are made at an extremely stressful time when impaired concentration ([@bibr21-2055102918782172]), time pressure and unfamiliar circumstances (such as brain death) contribute to further stress ([@bibr105-2055102918782172]). Given these variables, it is not surprising that several families report ambivalence regarding their final decision ([@bibr51-2055102918782172]) with some experiencing regret ([@bibr16-2055102918782172]; [@bibr91-2055102918782172]) which may contribute to complications during their bereavement ([@bibr25-2055102918782172]).

As described, several researchers have found that deciding about organ donation is not easy, and this would imply that family members probably continue to evaluate their decisions in the months that follow. We hypothesise therefore that one of the *missing questions* in the accounts of donor families could be 'Have we done the right thing?' While those proposing the gift metaphor might say, 'Of course you have done the right thing, you are heroes!', the sense of pain and sacrifice that families have described may make this an unsatisfactory answer.

Where the donor had registered their donation preferences, families can have some certainty that they decided as their relative would have wanted them to. Even then though, they may wonder whether their relative was fully aware of the implications of organ donation. For those families who were unsure of the donor's wishes, or their own attitude towards donation, or found the decision particularly difficult for another reason, further evidence that their decision was suitable would be required so that it can be incorporated into their identity and narrative.

[@bibr112-2055102918782172], from a constructivist point of view argue that people do not so much live their lives but tell themselves the story of their lives to make meaning and come to understand who they are. A death interrupts the narrative flow of life and challenges those remaining to adjust their narrative ([@bibr72-2055102918782172]).

Our working hypothesis would need to be tested, but if it were found to be valid, it would create balance in the stories of the struggles of donor families and recipients as described in [Figures 2](#fig2-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} by linking them both to relationship, identity, and narrative development.

According to this hypothesis, one of the reasons that donor families and recipients seek information about and contact with each other is to find an answer to the questions, 'Who are we after deciding in favour of donation/transplantation?' and 'What are the qualities present in our post-death relationship with the donor as a result of this decision?'

Donor families would hope to be reassured ([@bibr82-2055102918782172]) that they made a decision that fits in their relationship with the deceased. Becoming aware of the difference that their decision made in the lives of recipients may assist with this ([@bibr58-2055102918782172]) and help them to find closure rather than ambivalence or regret.

These families would be able to feel confident about their decision and may identify themselves as families who made a difference. Those who knew that their relative would have been in favour of organ donation would be able to add to this that they honoured their loved one's wishes, and those who made a shared decision may view the family as close and cohesive. In these ways, the family's decision about donation and their knowledge of recipient progress contributes to their emerging post-loss identity.

In addition to being able to express their gratitude, recipients would hope that their transplant is not going to substantially change who they are as a person and they would benefit from knowing that the donor family is pleased that they are well so that they can let go of feelings of guilt.

We hypothesise that the third story emerging from the combination of the separate donor family and recipient stories is a story of mutual empathy and working together to build resilience and endurance in the face of significant crises while experiencing psychological and emotional growth, development in identity and a post-death relationship with the deceased. This story is reflected in the question, 'Who are we now?'. This question is equally valid for donor family members and recipients. It connects their stories ([Figures 2](#fig2-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"}) and represents the 'bonus information' described by [@bibr12-2055102918782172], [@bibr13-2055102918782172]).

[Figure 4](#fig4-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates this double description graphically, showing how the actions and experiences of donor families and recipients are linked and how they contribute to the relationships between the parties themselves and between the parties and the donor. Where the processes described in [Figure 4](#fig4-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} proceed in an ideal manner, aspects of the identities of the recipient and the donor family emerge in ways that facilitate further adaptation to their respective crises with a sense of endurance and efficacy. At the same time, aspects of the deceased's post-death identity, the conclusion of their biography and the psychological relationships between the recipient/s, donor family and the deceased are shaped and may develop in ways that exclude guilt or regret and include honour, respect and a positive legacy.

![The combined narrative of organ recipients and families of organ donors.](10.1177_2055102918782172-fig4){#fig4-2055102918782172}

Discussion {#section23-2055102918782172}
==========

The previous section has provided hypotheses regarding the motivations that donor families and recipients have for considering contact with each other. These hypotheses can be seen as abstractions derived from the 'concrete' data and views expressed in the sources consulted. To be useful, these abstractions need to be embedded in new procedures that assist the system to evolve in response to the needs of donor families and recipients.

Contact between donor families and recipients is generally mediated in some way by organisations such as donation agencies and transplant centres that act with caution given the risks that have been identified (shown by the zones connected by red lines in [Figures 2](#fig2-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the protection of individuals, organisations may also be considering the protection of the organ donation--transplantation system in that if contact was allowed and contributed to complications in bereavement for donor families and non-adherence for recipients, the system as a whole would be threatened.

As described earlier, researchers have found that donor families, recipients, medical professionals and organisations all show caution and hesitancy when considering contact. Many donor families and recipients themselves described waiting for a letter from the other party before writing one. Healthcare professionals have initially indicated that they would prefer anonymity but have been able to consider the value of contact when looking at the situation in terms of autonomy and informed choice ([@bibr35-2055102918782172]).

This story of the relationship between donor families and recipients occurs within the context of interaction with various factors including goals, strategies, needs, risks, experiences, tasks and other stakeholders and role players. [@bibr83-2055102918782172] and Ono et al. (2008) included organ procurement and transplant agencies in their descriptions of contact between donor families and recipients. This acknowledges the ways that those role players can contribute to or hinder the relationship between these parties. A systemic map was created using the findings from Sections 1 to 5 of this study to demonstrate complexities that arise when other role-players and stakeholders are added to the conceptualisation of this relationship.

When creating the systemic map, the theoretical and practical framework of Systems Practice was used. Systems Practice is a useful method for explaining complex social phenomena ([@bibr116-2055102918782172]). The approach described by [@bibr116-2055102918782172] is rigorous and contributes to the identification of opportunities for enduring change in complex environments. The Kumu Systems Mapping Tool (<https://kumu.io>) was found to be an ideal way to produce the actual map while following guidelines described by [@bibr116-2055102918782172]. The theoretical basis of the map includes systems theory ([@bibr66-2055102918782172]), the use of double or multiple descriptions ([@bibr12-2055102918782172]) and the value of narrative as a tool for communicating complex information. The map illuminates the complexity of the system in a way that considers mutual influence in a non-blaming way.

This map cannot be adequately reproduced or explained within the body of a standard A4 journal format. Instead, the map can be printed from [Supplementary File 1](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2055102918782172) on A3 or larger size paper, or the four pages of Supplementary File 2 can be printed and used to assemble the map, while [Supplementary File 3](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2055102918782172) provides a video walk-through to explain the map. The narrative for this walk-through is included in [Supplementary File 2](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/2055102918782172). It is hoped that this map will illuminate systemic qualities in ways that will enable stakeholders to gain new insights, identifying links between processes and outcomes contributing to decisions that fit because the interaction and mutual influence that are inherent within the system have been considered.

Implications for practice {#section24-2055102918782172}
=========================

While the previous sections have reported on what is known about the relationship between donor families and recipients and have explored ways of understanding and representing the relationship, the present section suggests a practical response to this understanding that takes previous findings into consideration.

To recap, each of the role players in the system seems to feel that it would not be appropriate for them to act first in a way that contributes to contact, but each is willing to contribute to contact if this is what other parties desire. As described by [@bibr5-2055102918782172], this observation represents a leverage point in the wider system: If one of the parties were to show their preferences, others would be enabled to respond in a way that fits while showing respect for diverse values and preferences.

Researchers have found general agreement that donor families and recipients should be able to make decisions about contact for themselves. It has also been found that many donor families and recipients would appreciate organisations playing a role by facilitating gradual contact, starting with anonymous correspondence to enable informed decisions to arise.

We propose that a model built on protection, confidentiality, autonomy, and freedom to make informed choices is possible. In such a system, donor families and recipients would be represented by donation agencies and transplant centres, respectively. These organisations would be able to serve the interests of the individuals they represent as well as ensuring that the system as a whole is resilient.

The model allows for donor families and recipients to regulate the settings of their contact with each other. Where there is a mismatch, the party requesting closer contact can be asked to respect the settings chosen by the other party, and the benefits of contact on that level can be maximised.

Where difficulties arise, the organisations involved can act to facilitate resolution, and where no contact or information exchange is chosen by a party, the other can be counselled and assisted to find alternative ways (e.g. psychotherapy or joining support groups) to resolve their needs.

This model is depicted in [Figure 5](#fig5-2055102918782172){ref-type="fig"} which shows a list of potential settings that donor families and recipients can use to indicate their preferences to donation agencies and transplant centres, respectively. These settings should be flexible because after initial information or correspondence, either party may change their ideas about contact.

![Mapping of contact process determined by the preferences of donor families and recipients and facilitated by donation agencies and transplant centres.](10.1177_2055102918782172-fig5){#fig5-2055102918782172}

While elements of the proposed model are similar to those of the current system, the key difference is that presently organisations set the rules that describe how donor families and recipients may have contact, while in the proposed model, the donor families and recipients choose the dimensions of their contact and the organisations serve them by facilitating contact that fits the needs of those who are actually involved.

The blue line shows the proposed flow of information from recipients to donor families, and the orange line describes that from donor families to recipients. The thicker lines represent opportunities for connection and support between agencies and the parties they serve. Parties can be assisted to experience information and contact gradually by moving down the list in a step-wise manner and stopping at a point where either party does not want to progress further.

This model can assist organisations to protect the interests of those they serve and the organ donation--transplantation system, while not being seen to hinder contact. Informed decision-making and permission from parties for information to be provided to the other may assist organisations to feel less vulnerable about their own position where concern about doing something wrong may currently prevent them from acting.

Implications for further research {#section25-2055102918782172}
=================================

In addition to the need for research to test the working hypotheses described, other areas requiring further study were identified. For example, [@bibr17-2055102918782172] argued that to understand the response of the donor family to specific aspects of their bereavement, one should understand their previous functioning. Applied to the present discussion, further research is required to identify pre-donation factors that may contribute to the family's response to the potential for contact from recipients.

Studies have found that donor families have a stronger desire for contact than recipients do, and many families who would like to receive a letter or other form of contact never get that opportunity. Research should attempt to determine whether this implies that recipients find alternative ways to resolve dilemmas described, and studies should also explore the extent to which other forms of recognition and feedback can satisfy the needs experienced by donor families.

[@bibr6-2055102918782172] argue that to foster critical thinking, forums should be set up so that professionals can raise ethical issues and explore potential responses to ethical challenges experienced in the organ donation -- transplantation field in general, and specifically when managing contact between donor families and recipients. The importance of the voices of donor families and recipients on these forums is also highlighted, and [@bibr6-2055102918782172] add that professional-led support groups (potentially Internet-based) would be a valuable resource for donor families and recipients. Research is required to explore the operationalisation of these suggestions.

[@bibr74-2055102918782172] highlights the need for research that will facilitate an understanding of the impact that blocking or facilitating contact between donor families and recipients has on well-being.

The nature of the study excluded families who declined organ donation. However, it should not be assumed that there is no need to provide some form of support from the donation agency and it should not be assumed that they do not experience some sense of relationship with recipients as a group. New studies are required to establish how declining family members should be supported when this is required as this is an area that has been neglected over the years.

Organisations have expressed concerns about direct contact between donor families and recipients, and some of these concerns have been drawn into the descriptions and explanations of this article. However, the systemic map focusses on the positive potential of contact between the parties as there is a lack of empirical evidence regarding the emergence of risks. Further research is required to explore the nature of potential risks in this system.

Strengths and limitations {#section26-2055102918782172}
=========================

This review has taken a broad view of the organ donation--transplantation context to enable comments to be made, not only about the nature of contact occurring in different countries, or findings related to the experiences of donor families who have made contact with recipients, but instead to be able to provide hypotheses regarding the origins of the desire to make contact in the first place.

The detailed presentation of extracted data in Sections 1--5 provides a clear view of the field and the features that influence the experiences of donor families and recipients.

By considering sources from the 1970s until now, it could be demonstrated that questions about contact have always being there and are not going to go away. For that reason, they cannot be ignored, and an evidence-based approach rather than a reactive approach is required to produce lasting solutions, especially with the more recent influence of social media.

The insights arising from the double description method support the use of this method of data analysis to contribute to depth in narrative understanding of phenomena and the relationships between elements. In the present context, this understanding may contribute to empathy on the part of organisations regulating contact and the emergence of creative responses to the requests of donor families and recipients.

The explanations proposed are currently working hypotheses and empirical evidence is required before action can be confidently taken. Nevertheless, the hypotheses can guide researchers in the field and will in time either be confirmed or found to be invalid.

There are other weaknesses to this study as well. While an attempt has been made to be as comprehensive as possible, only English sources were included, and there are questions that could not be answered by the information available. For example, it was outside the scope of this review to explore, 'How should families be supported when transplants have not been successful, or when families consented, but logistical or medical factors prevented donation?' ([@bibr5-2055102918782172]).

While descriptions from a comprehensive selection of sources have been included in this review and synthesis, each of the samples reported in previous studies failed to capture the experiences of those who chose not to participate in the research. It cannot be determined whether many of these include donor families and recipients who cope with their bereavement and transplantation without much thought being given to the matters discussed or whether the un-studied group includes donor families and recipients who had a very difficult time coming to terms with their decision and therefore did not participate given that they felt they had failed to live up to the expectations of being an altruistic family or a grateful, worthy recipient.

Conclusion {#section27-2055102918782172}
==========

Donor families and recipients participate in an extraordinary process encountering challenges that are not easily understood by others who have not had similar experiences. Their search for meaning draws them to each other as only the donor family can answer recipient questions about the donor as a person and describe how the family feels about their donation decision, while only the recipients can describe their gratitude and answer questions about how their lives have changed since the transplant.

The parties need answers to these questions because the answers have implications for how they should view themselves as people who have chosen organ donation and transplantation and how they conceptualise their post-death relationship with the donor. In this sense then, contact with the other party could provide reassurance that the decision made was suitable, contributing to a positive identity and a sense of closure, allowing hope for the future as opposed to uncertainty or despair.
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